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Abstract. Formal methods based tools and techniques have been recognised to
be a promising approach to support the process of verification and validation of
a critical system in early stage of the development. Specially, medical devices
are very prone to show an unexpected behavior of the system in operating due to
stochastic nature of the system and when a system uses traditional methods for
system testing. Device-related problems are responsible for a large number of se-
rious injuries. FDA officials has found that many deaths and injuries related to the
devices are caused by product design and engineering flaws. Cardiac pacemaker
and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) are main critical medical de-
vices, which require close-loop modeling (integration of system and environment
modeling) for verification purpose to obtain a certificate from certification bodies.
No any technique is available to provide an environment modeling to verify the
developed system model. This report presents a methodology to model a biolog-
ical system, like heart, for modeling a biological environment. The heart model
is mainly based on electrocardiography analysis, which models the heart system
at cellular level. Main objective of this methodology is to model the heart sys-
tem and integrate with medical device model like cardiac pacemaker to specify a
close-loop model. Close-loop model of an environment and a device is an open
problem in real world. Industries are striving for such kind of approach from long
time to validate a system model under a virtual biological environment. Our ap-
proach involves the pragmatic combination of formal specification of a system
and a biological environment to model a close-loop system to verify the correct-
ness of a system and helps in quality improvement of the system.
Key words: Heart Model, ECG, Cellular Automata, EVENT B, Proof-based de-
velopment, Refinement
1 Introduction
The human heart is well known as a mechanical device of amazing efficiency to pump
blood to the circulatory system continuously throughout a lifetime. It is one of the most
complex and an important biological system, which provides oxygen and nutrient to
the body for sustaining life [1]. The regular impulses generated by the heart results
in rhythm contractions through sequence of muscle of the heart, begins at the natural
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pacemaker known as sinoatrial node (SA node), which produces the action potential
for traveling across the atrioventricular (AV) node, bundle of His and Purkinje fibers
throughout the ventricles. The pattern and the timing of these impulses determine the
heart rhythm. Changing time intervals and conduction speeds during heart beat gener-
ates abnormal heart rhythm, which is also known as a heart rhythm impairment. A heart
rhythm impairment is a main source of several diseases [2]. Using electrocardiography
is a common method to diagnose related to the heart diseases [2]. Electrocardiography
presents timing properties of an electrical system of the heart, which are most funda-
mental properties of the heart system.
Cardiac pacemaker and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) are two main
remarkable medical and technological devices, which are recommended by doctors in
case of abnormal heart rhythm. These devices are used to maintain the heart rhythm
and help for life-saving in many instances. From last few years, the use of cardiac
pacemaker and cardioverter-defibrillators have increased. Sometime these devices may
malfunction. Device-related problems are responsible for a large number of serious
injuries. A lot of deaths and injuries have been reported by the US Food and Drug
Administrations (FDA) due to such kinds of device failures [3], which advocates safety
and security issues for using it. FDA officials has found that many deaths and injuries
related to the devices are caused by product design and engineering flaws, which are
considered as the firmware problems [4, 5].
Formal-methods based tools and techniques are considered as a de-facto standard
for developing the highly critical systems like avionic, automotive and medical sys-
tems. Since software plays an increasingly important role in medical devices and more
generally in healthcare-related activities, regulatory agencies such as the US Food and
Drug Administration and certification bodies (FDA’s QSR and ISO’s 13485) [6, 5, 7]
need effective means for ensuring that the developed software-based healthcare system
is safe and reliable. Regulatory agencies, as well as medical devices manufacturers,
have been striving for a more rigorous engineering-based review strategy providing this
assurance [8].
Providing assurance guarantees for medical devices makes formal approaches ap-
pealing. Formal model-based methods have been successful in targeted applications[9–
12, 8, 7] of medical devices. Over the past decade, there has been considerable progress
in the development of formal methods [13, 14] to improve confidence in complex software-
based systems. Although formal methods are part of the standard recommendations for
developing and certifying medical systems, how to integrate formal methods into the
certification process is, in large part, unclear. Especially challenging is how to demon-
strate that the end product of software development system, behaves securely.
1.1 Motivation
Most challenging problem is an environment modeling, for instance to validate and
verify the correct behavior of the system model requires an interactive formal model
(an environment formal model). For example a cardiac pacemaker or cardioverter-
defibrillators (ICDs) formal models require a heart model to verify the correctness of
the developed system (see Fig. 1). No any tools and techniques are available to pro-
vide an environment modeling to verify the developed system model. Medical devices
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are tightly coupled with biological environment (i.e the heart), which use actuators and
sensors to response the biological environment. Due to a strong relationship between
medical device (i.e. pacemaker) and related biological environment (i.e. heart), it is
required to model the functioning of the medical device within the biological environ-
ment. The environment model is independent to the device model, which helps to create
an environment for the medical device for simulating the actual behavior of the device.
The medical device model is a dependent model on the biological environment. When-
ever any undesired state occurs in the biological environment, the device model must
act according to the requirements. Main objective to use formal approach for modeling









Fig. 1. Cardiac pacemaker and Heart interaction
To model a biological environment (the heart) for a cardiac pacemaker or cardioverter-
defibrillators (ICDs), we propose a method for modeling a mathematical heart model
based on logico-mathematical theory. The logico-mathematical based heart model is de-
veloped using refinement approach in Event-B modeling language [13, 15]. The heart
model is based on electrocardiography analysis [16, 2, 17], which models the heart sys-
tem at cellular level [18]. In this investigation, we present a methodology for model-
ing a heart model, to extract a set of biological nodes (i.e. SA node, AV node etc.),
impulse propagation speed between nodes, impulse propagation time between nodes
and cellular automata for propagating impulses at cellular level. This model is devel-
oped through incremental refinement, which helps to introduce several properties in
an incremental way and to verify the correctness of the heart model. Main key fea-
ture of this heart model is representation of all the possible morphological states of
the electrocardiogram (ECG) [17, 19]. The morphological states represent the normal
and abnormal states of the electrocardiogram (ECG). The morphological representation
generates any kind of heart model (patients model or normal heart model using ECG).
This model can observe failure of impulse generation and failure of impulse propaga-
tion. The mathematical heart model, based on logico-mathematical theory is verified
through Rodin [15] proof tool and model checker ProB [20]. This model is also verified
through electro-physiologist and cardiac experts. Main objective of this heart model is
to provide a biological environment (the heart) for formalizing a closed-loop system
(combined model of a cardiac pacemaker and the heart).
1.2 Outline of the Report
The outline of the remaining report is as follows. Section 2 presents the related work.
A brief outline of the heart system introduces in Section 3. Section 4 gives an idea of
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proposed approach. Section 5 presents a summarized introduction of modeling frame-
work for formalizing any system. Section 6 gives outline of the formal development
of the heart model. Section 7 discusses the report with some lessons learned from this
experience and Section 8 concludes the report with some perspectives along with future
works.
2 Related Work
Heart modeling is a challenging problem in the area of real-time simulation for clinical
purpose. Heart modeling problem is handled by the research community using a vari-
ety of different methods. Electrocardiogram (ECG) is an important diagnostic method
to measure the heart’s electrical activities, which was invented by Willem Einthoven
in 1903 [21]. Electrocardiogram is used for modeling the heart [21]. At present time,
a technological advancement techniques are capable to produce a high quality cellular
model of an entire heart model. K.R. Jun et al. [22] have modeled a cellular automata
model of activation process in ventricular muscle. They have presented 2-dimensional
cellular automata model, which accounts the local orientation of the myocardial fibers
and their distributed velocity, and refractory period. A three dimensional finite volume
based computer mesh model of human atrial activation and current flow is represented
by Harrild et. al [16]. The cellular level based this model includes both the left and right
atria and the major muscle bundles of the atria. The results of this model demonstrate a
normal sinus rhythm and extract the patterns of septum’s activation. Due to memory and
time complexity in computation of three dimensional model, an empirical approach is
used to model the whole heart. The empirical approach means, it is more simple repre-
sentation of the complex process at the cellular level. In this new approach, researchers
have adopted some approximation to model the whole heart without compromising in
the actual behavior of the heart. Berenfeld et al. [23] have developed a model that can
give an insight into the local and global complex dynamics of the heart in the transition
from normal to abnormal myocardial activity and help to estimate myocardial proper-
ties. Adam [24] has analyzed the wave activities during depolarization in his cardiac
model, which is represented by simplifying the heart tissue.
Recently, a real time Virtual Heart Model (VHM) has been developed by Jiang
et al. [25] to model the electro-physiological operation of the functioning and mal-
functioning. They have used time automata model to define the timing properties of
the heart. Simulink Design Verifier1 is used as a main tool for designing the model
of the Virtual Heart Model (VHM). As far as we know that Simulink Design Veri-
fier can only check assertions. A comparative case study between a model checker
SPIN and Simulink Design Verifier (SLDV) is presented by Leitner et al. [26]. This
paper concludes that the Simulink Design Verifier (SLDV) is not able to test deadlock,
fairness and liveness properties. However, this Virtual Heart Model (VHM) is not us-
able with any formal specification of a device like cardiac pacemaker. Our approach
is purely based on formal techniques for modeling heart model using electrocardiogra-
phy analysis. To model the heart for a cardiac pacemaker or cardioverter-defibrillators
1 http://www.mathworks.com/products/sldesignverifier/
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(ICDs), we propose a method for modeling a mathematical heart model based on logico-
mathematical theory, which can be implemented in any formal methods based tools (Z,
TLA+, VDM etc.). Here, in this report, the model is developed using refinement ap-
proach at maximum at cellular level. The incremental refinement approach helps to
introduce several properties in an incremental way and to verify the correctness of the
the heart model. Main key feature of this heart model is the representation of all the pos-
sible morphological states of the electrocardiogram (ECG), which is used to represent
the normal and abnormal states through observation of the failure of impulse generation
and failure of impulse propagation in the heart [17, 2, 1, 19].
3 Background
3.1 The Heart System
The human heart is wondrous in its ability to pump blood to the circulatory system
continuously throughout a lifetime. The heart consists of four chambers: right atria,
right ventricle, left atria and left ventricle, which contract and relax periodically. Atria
forms one unit and ventricles form another. The heart’s mechanical system (the pump)
requires at the very least impulses forms the electrical system. An electrical stimulus
is generated by the sinus node (see Fig.-2), which is a small mass of specialized tissue
located in the right atrium of the heart. The electrical stimulus travels down through
the conduction pathways and causes the heart’s lower chambers to contract and pump
out blood. The right and left atria are stimulated first and contract for a short period of
time before the right and left ventricles. Each contraction of the ventricles represents
one heartbeat.The atria contracts for a fraction of a second before the ventricles, so their
blood empties into the ventricles before the ventricles contract.
Fig. 2. Heart or Natural Pacemaker [27]
Arrhythmias are due to cardiac problems producing abnormal heart rhythms. In
general, arrhythmias reduce haemodynamic performance including situations where
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the heart develops an abnormal rate or rhythm or when normal conduction pathways
are interrupted and a different part of the heart takes over control of the rhythm. An
arrhythmia can involve an abnormal rhythm increase (tachycardia; > 100 bpm) or de-
crease (bradycardia;< 60 bpm), or may be characterized by an irregular cardiac rhythm,
e.g. due to asynchrony of the cardiac chambers. The irregularity of the heartbeat, called
bradycardia and tachycardia. The bradycardia indicates that the heart rate falls below
the expected level while in tachycardia indicates that the heart rate go above the ex-
pected level of the heart rate. An artificial pacemaker can restore synchrony between
the atria and ventricles [28–32, 1]. Beats per minute (bpm) is a basic unit to measure
the rate of heart activity.
3.2 Basic overview of Electrocardiogram (ECG)
The electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) [2, 30] is a diagnostic tool that measures and
records the electrical activity of the heart precisely in form of signals. Clinicians can
evaluate the conditions of a patient’s heart from the ECG and perform further diagnosis.
Analysis of these signals can be used for interpreting diagnosis of a wide range of heart
conditions and predict related diseases. ECG records are obtained by sampling the bio-
electric currents sensed by several electrodes, known as leads. A typical one-cycle ECG
tracing is shown in Fig.-3. Electrocardiogram term is introduced by Willem Einthoven
in 1893 at a meeting of the Dutch Medical Society. In 1924, Einthoven received the
Nobel Prize for his life’s work in developing the ECG [2, 33, 34, 28, 32, 29, 30, 1].
The normal electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) is depicted in Fig.-3. All kinds of
segments and intervals are represented in this ECG diagram. Depolarization and repo-
larization of ventricular and atrial chambers are presented by deflection of the ECG
signal. All these deflections are denoted by alphabetic order (P-QRS-T). Letter P in-
dicates atrial depolarization and the ventricular depolarization is represented by QRS
complex. The ventricular repolarization is represented by T-wave. Atrial repolarization
appears during the QRS complex and generates very low amplitude signal which cannot
be uncovered from the normal ECG signal.
3.3 ECG Morphology
Sequential activation, depolarization, and repolarization are deflected distinctly in ECG
due to anatomical difference of the atria and the ventricles. Even all sequences are easily
distinguishable when they are not in correct sequence: P-QRS-T. Each beat of the heart
can be observed as a series of deflections, which reflect the time evolution of electrical
activity in the heart [17, 2, 19]. A single cycle of the ECG is considered as one heart
beat. The ECG may be divided into the following sections:
– P-wave: It is a small low-voltage deflection caused by the depolarisation of the atria
prior to atrial contraction as the activation (depolarisation) wave-front propagates
from the SA node through the atria.
– PQ-interval: the time between the beginning of atrial depolarisation and the be-
ginning of ventricular depolarisation.
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– QRS-complex: QRS-complex are easily identifiable between P- and T-wave be-
cause it has characteristic waveform and dominating amplitude. The dominating
amplitude is caused by currents generated when the ventricles depolarise prior to
their contraction. Although atrial repolarisation occurs before ventricular depolar-
isation, the latter waveform (i.e. the QRS-complex) is of much greater amplitude
and atrial repolarisation is therefore not seen on the ECG.
– QT-interval: the time between the onset of ventricular depolarisation and the end
of ventricular repolarisation. Clinical studies have demonstrated that the QT-interval
increases linearly as the RR-interval increases [4]. Prolonged QT-interval may be
associated with delayed ventricular repolarisation which may cause ventricular
tachyarrhythmias leading to sudden cardiac death [9].
– ST-interval: the time between the end of S-wave and the beginning of T-wave.
Significantly elevated or depressed amplitudes away from the baseline are often
associated with cardiac illness.
– T-wave: ventricular repolarisation, whereby the cardiac muscle is prepared for the
next cycle of the ECG.
Fig. 3. A typical one-cycle ECG tracing [1]
4 Proposed Idea
Our proposed method exploits the heart model based on logico-mathematics to help the
formal community to verify the correctness of developed model of any medical device
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like cardiac pacemaker. The heart model is mainly based on impulse propagation time
and conduction speed at cellular level. This method uses advance capabilities of the
combined approach of formal verification and model validation using a model-checker
in order to achieve considerable advantages for the heart system modeling. Fig. 4(a)
shows the main important components and impulse conduction path in the entire heart
system. The heart is a muscle with a special electrical conduction system. The system
is made of two nodes (special conduction cells) and a series of conduction fibers or
bundles (pathways). For modeling the heart system, we have assumed eight landmark
nodes (A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H) in whole conduction network as shown in Fig. 4(b), which
can control the whole heart system. We have discovered all these landmarks through

























(b) Landmarks in network
Fig. 4. The Electrical Conduction and Landmarks of the Heart System
Below we introduce the necessary elements to formally define our heart systems.
Definition 1 (The Heart System). Given a set of nodes N, a transition (conduction) t
is a pair (i, j), with i, j ∈ N . A transition is denoted by i j. The heart system is a tuple
HSys = (N, T, N0, TWtime, CWspeed ) where:
• N = { A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H } is a finite set of landmark nodes in the conduction
pathways of the heart system;
• T ⊆ N × N = {A 7→ B, A 7→ C, B 7→ D, D 7→ E, D 7→ F, E 7→ G, F 7→ H} is a set of
transitions to represent electrical impulse propagation between two landmark nodes;
• N0 = A is the initial landmark node (SA node);
• TWtime ∈ N → TIME is a weight function as time delay of each node, where
TIME is time delay in range;
• CWspeed ∈ T→SPEED is a weight function as impulse propagation speed of each
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transition, where SPEED is propagation speed in range.
Property 1 (Impulse Propagation Time). In the heart system, electrical impulse
originates from SA node (node A) and then travels through entire conduction network
and terminates to the atrial muscle fibers (node C) and at the end of Purkinje fibers
into both side of the ventricular chambers (node G and node H). Impulse propaga-
tion times delay differ for each landmark nodes (N). The Impulse propagation time is
represented as total function TWtime ∈ N → P(0..230). The Impulse propagation
time delay for each node (N) is represented as: TWtime(A) = 0..10, TWtime(B) =
50..70, TWtime(C) = 70..90, TWtime(D) = 125..160, TWtime(E) = 145..180,
TWtime(F ) = 145..180, TWtime(G) = 150..210 and TWtime(h) = 150..230.
Property 2 (Impulse Propagation Speed). Similar to the impulse propagation time,
the impulse propagation speed also differs for each transition (i j, where i, j∈N). The
Impulse propagation speed is represented as total functionCWspeed ∈ T → P(5..400).
The Impulse propagation speed for each transition is represented as: CWspeed(A 7→
B) = 30..50,CWspeed(A 7→ C) = 30..50,CWspeed(B 7→ D) = 100..200,CWspeed(D 7→
E) = 100..200, CWspeed(E 7→ G) = 300..400 and CWspeed(F 7→ H) = 300..400.
Electrical activity is spontaneously generated by the sinoatrial (SA) node, located
high in the right atrium, which is represented by the node A in Fig. 5(a). The sinoatrial
(SA) node is the physiological pacemaker of the normal heart, responsible for setting
the rate and rhythm. The electrical impulse spreads through the walls of the atria, caus-
ing them to contract. The conduction of the electrical impulse throughout the left and
right atria is seen on the ECG as the P wave (see Fig. 3). From the sinus node, electrical
impulse propagates throughout the atria and reach to the nodes B and C, but cannot
propagate directly across the boundary between atria and ventricles. The electrical im-
pulse travels outward into atrial muscle fibers and reached at the end of muscle fibers,




































Fig. 5. Impulse Propagation through Landmark nodes
Normally, the only pathway available for electrical impulse to enter the ventricles is
through a specialized region of cells called atrioventricular (AV) node. The atrioventric-






















Fig. 6. Time Intervals and Impulse Propagation in the ECG signal [1]
is represented by the node B (see Fig. 4(b)). The AV node provides only conducting
path from the atria to the ventricles. The AV node functions as a critical delay in the
conduction system. Without this delay, the atria and ventricles would contract at the
same time, and blood wouldn’t flow effectively from the atria to ventricles. The delay
in the AV node forms much of the PR segment on the ECG. Part of atrial repolarization
can be represented by the PR segment (see Fig. 3).
Propagation from the atrioventricular (AV) node (A) to the ventricles is provided by
a specialized conduction system. The distal portion of AV node is composed of a com-
mon bundle, called the bundle of His is denoted as a landmark node D (see Fig. 4(b)).
The bundle of His splits into two branches in the inter-ventricular septum, the left bun-
dle branch and the right bundle branch. The electrical impulses then enter the base of
the ventricle at the Bundle of His (node D) and then follow the left and right bundle
branches along the inter-ventricular septum (see Fig. 5(c)).
Two separate bundle branches propagating along each side of the septum, consti-
tuting the right and left bundle branches. We have assumed two landmark nodes E and
F (see Fig. 4(b)) at the downside of the heart into both left and right bundle branches.
These specialized fibers conduct the impulses at a very rapid velocity (see Table 1). The
left bundle branch activates the left ventricle, while the right bundle branch activates
the right ventricle (see Fig. 5(d)).
The bundle branches then divide into an extensive system of Purkinje fibers that con-
duct the impulses at high velocity (see Table 1) throughout the ventricles. The Purkinje
fibers, stimulate individual groups of myocardial cells to contract. We have assumed
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Location in the heart Cardiac Activation Location in Conduction Velocity
Time (ms.) the heart (cm/sec.)
SA Node (A) 0..10 A 7→ B 30..50
Left atria muscle fibers (C) 70..90 A 7→ C 30..50
AV Node (B) 50..70 B 7→ D 100..200
Bundle of His (D) 125..160 D 7→ E 100..200
Right Bundle Branch (E) 145..180 D 7→ F 100..200
Left Bundle Branch (F) 145..180 E 7→ G 300..400
Right Purkinje fibers (G) 150..210 F 7→ H 300..400
Left Purkinje fibers (H) 150..230
Table 1. Cardiac Activation Time and Cardiac Velocity [1]
finally two landmark nodes G and H (see Fig. 4(b)) at the end of the Purkinje fibers into
both side of the ventricles. These two nodes represent end of the conduction network
in the heart system. The bundles ramify into Purkinje fibers that diverge to the inner
sides of the ventricular walls (see Fig. 5(e)). Upon reaching at the end of the Purkinje
fibers, the electrical impulse is transmitted through the ventricular muscle mass by the
ventricular muscle fibers themselves. Propagation along the conduction system takes
place at a relatively high speed once it is within the ventricular region, but prior to this
(through the AV node) the velocity is extremely slow [1, 2].
The electrical system provides a synchronised system between atria and ventricle,
which helps in contraction of the heart muscle and optimizes haemodynamic. Chang-
ing time intervals or conducting speeds among landmarks (see Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 6) is
a major cause of generating abnormalities in the heart system. Abnormalities due to
electrical signal into heart can generate different kinds of arrhythmias. Slow conduc-
tion speed generates bradycardia and fast conduction speed generates tachycardia. In
this model, we have taken all possible sets of range values of conduction speed and
conduction time for each landmark node and conduction path. This model represents
morphological structure of the ECG signal through conduction network (see Fig. 6).
4.1 Heart Block
In this section, we have considered to explain the basic heart blocks into the heart con-
duction system. We have formalised the the basic heart blocks in proposed methodol-
ogy. Heart block is the term given to a disorder of conduction of the impulse which
stimulates heart muscle contraction. The normal cardiac impulse arises in the sinoatrial
(SA) node (A) situated in the right atrium and spreads to the atrioventricular (AV) node
(B), whence it is conducted by specialised tissue known as the bundle of His (D) which
divides into left and right bundle branches into ventricles (see Fig. 4(a)). Disturbance
into conduction may demonstrate as slow conduction, intermittent condition failure, or
complete conduction failure. All these kinds of conduction failures are also known as
1st, 2nd and 3rd degree blocks. We have shown different kinds of heart blocks through-
out conduction network using a set of landmark nodes (see Fig. 7).
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SA block: This block occur within the sinoatrial (SA) node (A) are described as sinoa-
trial (SA) nodal blocks, which is also known as sick sinus syndrome. Sinoatrial (SA)
node is failed for impulse originating at SA nodes and heart misses one or two beats at
regular or irregular intervals (see Fig. 7(a)).
AV block: In situation of atrioventricular (AV) block the sinus rhythm is normal, but
there is a conduction defect between the atria and the ventricles. Main reason of this
block may be in the AV node (B) or bundle of His (D), or both (B, D) (see Fig. 7(b)).
Infra-Hisian block: Blocks that occur below the atrioventricular (AV) node (B) are
known as Infra-Hisian blocks (see Fig. 7(c)).
Left bundle branch block: In the normal heart, activation of both ventricles takes
place simultaneously. Left bundle branch block occurs when conduction is interrupted
into left branch of the bundle of His. Blocks that occur within the fascicles of the left
bundle branch are known as hemiblocks (see Fig. 7(d)).
Right bundle branch block: Right bundle branch block occurs when conduction is









































Fig. 7. Impairments in Impulse Propagation due to the Heart Blocks
4.2 Cellular Automata Model
A set of spatially distributed cells form a cellular automata (CA) model, which contains
uniform connection pattern among neighbouring cells and local computation laws. Cel-
lular automata (CA) is originally proposed by Ulam and von Neumann in the 1940s to
provide a formal framework for investigating the behaviour of complex, spatially dis-
tributed systems [18]. Cellular Automata is a discrete dynamic system corresponding
to the space and time. The cellular autamata modeling is the uniform property in state
transitions and the interconnection patterns. The model component is specified by a
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single property due to same patterns instead of specifying each component separately.
Cellular autamata model helps to visualize the system’s dynamics [35, 36, 16, 1].
A cellular automata model can have an infinite number of cells in any dimension.
Here, we consider a finite number of cells in two dimension as shown in Fig. 8. A
two-dimensional cellular automata model is defined as:
Definition 2 (The Cellular Automata Model).
Cellular Automata (CA) = < S,N, T > : Discrete Time System
S : the set of states
N: the neighbouring patterns at (0,0),
T: the transition function
In the usual case of Cellular Automata (CA) realized on a D-dimensional grid, N con-
sists of D-tuples of indices from a coordinate set:
I: N ⊆ ID,
Hence the cellular model for 2D becomes,
N ⊆ I2.
T : S|N | → S
To consider automaton specified by the cellular automata (CA), let λ and α be a global
state and the global transition function of the cellular autamata (CA), respectively. Then
λ = {τ |τ : I2 → S} and α(λ(i, j)) = T (τ |N + (i, j)) for all τ in λ and (i,j) in I2.




Fig. 8. A two-Dimensional Cellular Automata Model
Definition 3 (State Transition of a Cell). The heart muscle system is composed of
heterogeneous cells, the cellular automata model of the muscle system, CAMCA, is
characterized with no dependencies on the type of cells. CAMCA is defined as follows:
CAMCA = < S,N, T >
S = {Active, Passive,Refractory}
N = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (−1, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1)}
s
′
m,n = sm,n(t+ 1)
s
′
m,n = T (sm,n, sm+1,n, sm−1,n, sm,n+1, sm,n−1)
where, sm,n denotes the state of the cell located at (m,n) and T is a transition function
of cellular automata (CAMCA), which is a function for the next state to be defined in
Fig. 9.
Each cell in the heart muscle should have one of the states: Active, Passive or




Fig. 9. State Transition of a Cell
electrically and has no influences on its neighbouring cells. When electrical impulse
propagate, then the cell would be charged and eventually activated (Active state). Now,
the cell transmits the electrical impulse to its neighbour cells. The electrical impulse
is propagated to all cells in the heart muscle. After an activation of the cell would be
discharged and enter into the Refractory state in which the cell cannot be reactivated
After a moment, the cell changes its state to the Passive state, in which the cell awaits
next impulse.
5 A Summarized Introduction of The Modeling Framework
We summarize the concepts of the Event-B modeling language developed by Abrial [37,
13] and indicate the links with the tool called RODIN [15]. The modeling process
deals with various languages, as seen by considering the triptych2 of Bjoerner [38, 39]:
D,S −→ R. Here, the domain D deals with properties, axioms, sets, constants, func-
tions, relations, and theories. The system model S expresses a model or a refinement-
based chain of models of the system. Finally, R expresses requirements for the sys-
tem to be designed. Considering the Event-B modeling language, we notice that the
language can express safety properties, which are either invariants or theorems in a
machine corresponding to the system. Recall that two main structures are available in
Event-B:
– Contexts express static informations about the model.
– Machines express dynamic informations about the model, invariants, safety prop-
erties, and events.
Event-B model is defined either as a context or as a machine. The triptych of Bjo-
erner [38, 39] D,S −→ R is translated as follows: C,M−→ R, where C is a context,
M is a machine andR are the requirements. The relation −→ is defined to be a logical
satisfaction relation with respect to an underlying logico-mathematical theory. The sat-
isfaction relation is supported by the RODIN platform. A machine is organizing events
modifying state variables and it uses static informations defined in a context. These ba-
sic structure mechanisms are extended by the refinement mechanism which provides a
mechanism for relating an abstract model and a concrete model by adding new events
2 The term ’triptych’ covers the three phases of software development: domain description, re-
quirements prescription and software design.
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or by adding new variables. This mechanism allows us to develop gradually Event-B
models and to validate each decision step using the proof tool. The refinement relation-
ship should be expressed as follows: a model M is refined by a model P , when P is
simulating M . The final concrete model is close to the behavior of real system that is
executing events using real source code. We give details now on the definition of events,
refinement and guidelines for developing complex system models.
5.1 Modelling Actions Over States
The event-driven approach [37, 13] is based on the B notation. It extends the method-
ological scope of basic concepts to take into account the idea of formal reactive models.
Briefly, a formal reactive model is characterized by a (finite) list x of state variables
possibly modified by a (finite) list of events, where an invariant I(x) states properties
that must always be satisfied by the variables x and maintained by the activation of the
events. In the following, we summarize the definitions and principles of formal models
and explain how they can be managed by tools [15].
Generalized substitutions are borrowed from the B notation. They provide a means
to express changes to state variable values. In its general form, an event has three main
parts, namely a list of local parameters, a guard and a relation over values denotes pre
values of variables and post values of variables. The most common event representation
is (ANY t WHERE G(t, x) THEN x : |(R(x, x′, t)) END). The before–after
predicate BA(e)(x, x′), associated with each event, describes the event as a logical
predicate expressing the relationship linking the values of the state variables just before
(x) and just after (x′) the execution of event e. The form is semantically equivalent to
∃ t· (G(t, x) ∧ R(x, x′, t).
PROOF OBLIGATIONS
– (INV1) Init(x) ⇒ I(x)
– (INV2) I(x) ∧ BA(e)(x, x′) ⇒ I(x′)
– (FIS) I(x) ∧ grd(e)(x) ⇒ ∃y.BA(e)(x, y)
Table-2 Event-B proof obligations
Proof obligations (INV 1 and INV 2) are produced by the RODIN tool [15] from
events to state that an invariant condition I(x) is preserved. Their general form follows
immediately from the definition of the before–after predicate BA(e)(x, x′) of each
event e (see Table-2). Note that it follows from the two guarded forms of the events that
this obligation is trivially discharged when the guard of the event is false. Whenever
this is the case, the event is said to be disabled. The proof obligation FIS expresses
the feasibility of the event e with respect to the invariant I . By proving feasibility we
achieve thatBA(e)(x, y) provides an after state whenever grd(e)(x) holds. This means
that the guard indeed represents the enabling condition of the event.
The intention of specifying a guard of an event is that the event may always occurs
when the guard is true. There is, however, some interaction between guards and nonde-
terministic assignments, namely x : |BA(e)(x, x′). The predicate BA(e)(x, x′) of an
action x : |BA(e)(x, x′) is not satisfiable or the set S of an action v :∈ S is empty.
Both cases show violations of the event feasibility proof obligation.
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We say that an assignment is feasible if there is an after-state satisfying the corre-
sponding before-after predicate. For each event its feasibility must be proved. Note, that
for deterministic assignments the proof of feasibility is trivial. Also note, that feasibility
of the initialization of a machine yields the existence of an initial state of the machine.
It is not necessary to require an extra initialization.
5.2 Model Refinement
The refinement of a formal model allows us to enrich the model via a step-by-step ap-
proach and is the foundation of our correct-by-construction approach [40]. Refinement
provides a way to strengthen invariants and to add details to a model. It is also used
to transform an abstract model to a more concrete version by modifying the state de-
scription. This is done by extending the list of state variables (possibly suppressing
some of them), by refining each abstract event to a set of possible concrete version, and
by adding new events. The abstract (x) and concrete (y) state variables are linked by
means of a gluing invariant J(x, y). A number of proof obligations ensure that (1) each
abstract event is correctly refined by its corresponding concrete version, (2) each new
event refines skip, (3) no new event takes control for ever, and (4) relative deadlock
freedom is preserved. Details of the formulation of these proofs follows.
We suppose that an abstract model AM with variables x and invariant I(x) is re-
fined by a concrete model CM with variables y and gluing invariant J(x, y). Event e is
in abstract model AM and event f is in concrete model CM . Event f refines event e.
BA(e)(x, x′) and BA(f)(y, y′) are predicates of events e and f respectively, we have
to prove the following statement, corresponding to proof obligation (1):
I(x) ∧ J(x, y) ∧ BA(f)(y, y′) ⇒ ∃x′ · (BA(e)(x, x′) ∧ J(x′, y′))
The new events introduced in a refinement step can be viewed as hidden events not
visible to the environment of a system and are thus outside the control of the environ-
ment. In Event-B, requiring a new event to refine skip means that the effect of the new
event is not observable in the abstract model. Any number of executions of an internal
action may occur in between each execution of a visible action. Now, proof obligation
(2) states that BA(f)(y, y′) must refine skip (x′ = x), generating the following simple
statement to prove (2):
I(x) ∧ J(x, y) ∧ BA(f)(y, y′) ⇒ J(x, y′)
In refining a model, an existing event can be refined by strengthening the guard
and/or the before–after predicate (effectively reducing the degree of nondeterminism),
or a new event can be added to refine the skip event. The feasibility condition is crucial
to avoiding possible states that have no successor, such as division by zero. Furthermore,
this refinement guarantees that the set of traces of the refined model contains (up to
stuttering) the traces of the resulting model. The refinement of an event e by an event f
means that the event f simulates the event e.
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The Event-B modeling language is supported by the RODIN platform [15] and has
been introduced in publications [13, 37], where the many case studies and discussions
about the language itself and the foundations of the Event-B approach. The language of
generalized substitutions is very rich, enabling the expression of any relation between
states in a set-theoretical context. The expressive power of the language leads to a re-
quirement for help in writing relational specifications, which is why we should provide
guidelines for assisting the development of Event-B models.
5.3 Tools Environments for Event-B
The Event-B modeling language is supported by the Atelier B [41] environment and by
the RODIN platform [15]. Both environments provide facilities for editing machines,
refinements, contexts and projects, for generating proof obligations corresponding to
a given property, for proving proof obligations in an automatic or/and interactive pro-
cess and for animating models. The internal prover is shared by the two environments
and there are hints generated by the prover interface for helping the interactive proofs.
However, the refinement process of machines should be progressive when adding new
elements to a given current model and the goal is to distribute the complexity of proofs
through the proof-based refinement. These tools are based on logical and semantical
concepts of Event-B models (machines, contexts,refinement) and our methodology for
modeling medical devices can be built from them.
5.4 Patterns in Event-B Modeling
Considering design patterns [42, 13], the purpose is to capture structures and to make
decisions within a design that are common to similar modeling and analysis tasks. They
can be re-applied when undertaking similar tasks in order to reduce the duplication of
effort. The design pattern approach helps for reusing existing models in current Event-
B projects. This approach allows developers to reuse existing models in a way that
preserves the correctness of the models and reduces the proving efforts.
A real-time systems are characterizing by their functions, which can be expressed by
analyzing action-reaction and real-time patterns. Sequences of inputs are recognized,
and outputs can be emitted in response within a fixed time interval. We recognize the
following two design patterns when modeling real-time system according to the rela-
tionship between the action and corresponding reaction.
The time constraint pattern in IEEE 1394 proposed by Rehm [43] is fully based
on timed automaton. The timed automaton is a finite state machine that is useful to
model components of real-time systems. In a model, timed automata interacts with
each other and defines a timed transition system. Besides ordinary action transitions
that can represent input, output and internal actions. A timed transition system has time
progress transitions. Such time progress transitions result in synchronous progress of
all clock variables in the model. The time progress is also an event, so there is no
change of the underlying Event-B language. It is only a modeling technique instead of
a specialized formal system. The timed variable is ranging in N (natural numbers)
but time constraint can be written in terms involving unknown constants or expressions
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between different times. Finally, the timed event observations can be constrained by
other events which determine future activations.
6 Formalization of the Heart
To formalize the heart model, we have used Event-B modeling language, while the
proposed idea can be formalized with any kind of formal method tools like Z, ASM,
TLA+ and VDM etcetera. Here we have used Event-B [15, 13] modeling language,
which supports refinement approach [44] that helps to verify the correctness of the
system in an incremental way.
Heart model development is expressed in an abstract and general way. We describe
the incremental development of the heart model in several phases using step-wise re-
finements. The initial model formalizes the system requirements and environmental
assumptions, whereas the subsequent models introduce design decisions for the result-
ing system. Following summary informations present global view of the heart system
development, which help to understand the whole modeling approach.
Initial Model : This is an observation model, which specifies heart state in form of
true and false, where true represents normal rhythm and false represents abnormal
rhythm of the heart.
Refinement 1 : This is a conduction model of the heart, which specifies beginning of
the impulse propagation at SA node and ending of the impulse propagation at Purkinje
fibers in both left and right ventricles.
Refinement 2 : This model specifies impulse propagation between landmark nodes
with global clock counter to model a real-time system to satisfy the temporal properties
of impulse propagation.
Refinement 3 : This is perturbation model of the heart, which specifies perturbation in
the heart conduction system and helps to discover exact block into the heart conduction
system.
Refinement 4 : This is a simulation model of the heart, which introduces impulse prop-
agation at cellular level using cellular automata.
6.1 The Context and Initial Model
Event-B models are described in two major components: context and machine. Context
contains the static part of a model whereas machine contains the dynamic part. The
context uses sets and constants to define axioms and theorems. Axioms and theorems
represent the logical theory of the elements of the system. The logical theory lists static
properties of constants related to the system and provides an axiomatization of sys-
tem environment. Context can be extended by other context and referenced by a set of
machines, while machine can be refined by machines.
We choose the electrical features for modeling the heart system. To model the heart
system, we identify a set of electrical impulse propagation nodes ConductionNode of
the heart conduction network (see Fig. 4(a)). These nodes are basic landmarks, which
express the normal and abnormal behavior of the heart system. We have discovered all
these landmarks through literature survey [1, 2] and a long discussion with cardiologist
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and physiologist. Three constants define impulse propagation time ConductionTime,
impulse propagation path ConductionPath, and impulse propagation velocity Conduc-
tionSpeed. Static properties are defined in the context model for specifying an electrical
impulse propagation network of the heart system, impulse propagation time for each
landmark node, and impulse propagation speed for every path. The path is represented
by pair of landmark nodes (see Definition 1, Properties 1 and 2, Table 1).
axm1 : partition(ConductionNode, {A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {E}, {F}, {G}, {H})
axm2 : ConductionT ime ∈ ConductionNode→ P(0 .. 230)
axm3 : ConductionPath ⊆ ConductionNode× ConductionNode
axm4 : ConductionSpeed ∈ ConductionPath→ P(5 .. 400)
As you see axioms are extracted from the definitions and are validated by cardiolo-
gist and physiologist.
6.2 Abstract Model
We define an abstract model for indicating the heart state according to the observation
impulse propagation on the conduction nodes. The machine model represents dynamic
behavior of the heart system through step wise impulse propagation into atria and ven-
tricular chambers. To define the dynamic properties, we have introduced four variables
ConductionNodeState, CConductionTime, CConductionSpeed and HeartState in invari-
ants. The variable ConductionNodeState is defined as function, which shows boolean
states of the landmark nodes. When the electrical impulse passes through landmark
nodes (see Fig. 4(b)), then the visited nodes become TRUE and the unvisited landmark
nodes are represented by FALSE. The variables CConductionTime and CConduction-
Speed represent current impulse propagation time and velocity in the conduction net-
work. The last variable HeartState represents boolean states TRUE or FALSE. TRUE
represents normal condition of the heart while FALSE represents abnormal condition of
the heart.
inv1 : ConductionNodeState ∈ ConductionNode→BOOL
inv2 : CConductionT ime ∈ ConductionNode→ 0 .. 300
inv3 : CConductionSpeed ∈ ConductionPath→ 0 .. 500
inv4 : HeartState ∈ BOOL
In the abstract specification of the heart model, there are three events HeartOK
to represent normal state of the heart system, HeartKO to express abnormal state of
the heart system, and HeartConduction to update the value of each landmark nodes
of the conduction network in terms of visited landmark nodes (ConductionNodeState),
impulse propagation intervals (CConductionTime) and impulse propagation velocities
(CConductionSpeed).
The event HeartOK specifies a set of required conditions for a normal state of the
heart system. First guard grd1 represents that all landmark nodes should be visited in
single cycle of impulse propagation; second guard states that current impulse propaga-
tion time of each landmark node should lie within the pre-specified range of the impulse
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propagation time and the last guard states that current impulse propagation velocity of
the each path should be lie in between pre-defined impulse propagation velocity. When
all the guards satisfy then the heart state represents normal condition as TRUE.
EVENT HeartOK
WHEN
grd1 : ∀i·i ∈ ConductionNode⇒ ConductionNodeState(i) = TRUE
grd2 : ∀i·i ∈ ConductionNode⇒ CConductionT ime(i) ∈ ConductionT ime(i)
grd3 : ∀i, j ·i 7→ j ∈ ConductionPath⇒
CConductionSpeed(i 7→ j) ∈ ConductionSpeed(i 7→ j)
THEN
act1 : HeartState := TRUE
END
The event HeartKO specifies as an opposite set of guards than the normal state of
the heart system for specifying abnormal conditions of the heart state. First guard grd1
represents that if any landmark node is not visited in a single cycle of the impulse propa-
gation; or second guard states that the current impulse propagation time of any landmark
node is not lied within the pre-specified range of the impulse propagation time; or the
last guard states that the current impulse propagation velocity of any path is not lied in
between pre-defined impulse propagation velocity, then the heart system represents an
abnormal state as FALSE. Different kinds of heart diseases affect the electrical impulse
propagation time and velocity in the heart system [2]. It means that heart changes and
we model diseases as possible behaviors.
EVENT HeartKO
WHEN
grd1 : ∃i·i ∈ ConductionNode ∧ ConductionNodeState(i) = FALSE)
∨
(∃j ·j ∈ ConductionNode ∧ CConductionT ime(j) /∈ ConductionT ime(j))
∨
(∃m,n·m 7→ n ∈ ConductionPath ∧ CConductionSpeed(m 7→ n)
/∈ ConductionSpeed(m 7→ n))
THEN
act1 : HeartState := FALSE
END
The event HeartConduction abstractly formalises the heart behavior through updat-
ing the value of impulse propagation time, impulse propagation velocity and visited
state of the landmark nodes in-deterministically. This event is used to model more con-




act1 : ConductionNodeState :∈ ConductionNode→BOOL
act2 : CConductionT ime :∈ ConductionNode→ 0 .. 300
act3 : CConductionSpeed :∈ ConductionPath→ 0 .. 500
act4 : HeartState :∈ BOOL
END
6.3 Refinement 1: Introducing Steps in the Propagation
In the abstract model, we have presented that the impulse propagation time, velocity and
visited landmark nodes have been updated in an atomic step when electrical impulse fire
from the sinus (SA) node and moves towards the Purkinje fibers into ventricles (G, H
nodes) and in the left atria muscle fibers (C node). Our main objective is to model step
by step impulse propagation through all landmark nodes, where the electrical impulse
must pass through a number of intermediate landmark nodes before reaching to the
terminal nodes (C, G, H). This refinement is a very simple refinement, where we in-
troduce two extra events SinusNodeFire and HeartConductionEnd as the refinement of
the event HeartConduction. The event SinusNodeFire models the behavior of a sinoa-
trial (SA) node, which originates electrical impulse for traversing throughout the heart
system using conduction network (see Fig. 4 ). Guards of this event state that if all land-
mark nodes are unvisited (means FALSE state) and current impulse propagation time of
each node is 0, and impulse propagation velocity of each path is 0, then the conduction
node state ConductionNodeState of landmark node A (SA node) sets TRUE and current
impulse propagation time of SA node (A) sets to 0.
EVENT SinusNodeFire Refines HeartConduction
WHEN
grd1 : ∀n·n ∈ ConductionNode⇒ ConductionNodeState(n) = FALSE
grd2 : ∀n·n ∈ ConductionNode⇒ CConductionT ime(n) = 0
grd3 : ∀n,m·n ∈ ConductionNode ∧m ∈ ConductionNode∧
n 7→ m ∈ ConductionPath⇒ CConductionSpeed(n 7→ m) = 0
THEN
act1 : ConductionNodeState(A) := TRUE
act2 : CConductionT ime(A) := 0
END
The next event HeartConductionEnd represents end state of the impulse propaga-
tion into Purkinje fibers of ventricles (G, H nodes) and left atria muscle (node C). This
event resets all variables for generating next impulse at SA node. The actions of the
event reset all conduction node state as FALSE, current impulse propagation time of all
landmark nodes reset to 0, current impulse propagation velocity of all landmark nodes
reset to 0, and the heart state set as FALSE. All these actions are required before origi-
nating the next electrical impulse from the SA node (A).
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EVENT HeartConductionEnd Refines HeartConduction
BEGIN
act1 : ConductionNodeState := {A 7→ FALSE,B 7→ FALSE,C 7→ FALSE,
D 7→ FALSE,E 7→ FALSE,F 7→ FALSE,G 7→ FALSE,H 7→ FALSE}
act2 : CConductionT ime := {A 7→ 0, B 7→ 0, C 7→ 0, D 7→ 0,
E 7→ 0, F 7→ 0, G 7→ 0, H 7→ 0}
act3 : CConductionSpeed := {A 7→ B 7→ 0, A 7→ C 7→ 0, B 7→ D 7→ 0,
D 7→ E 7→ 0, D 7→ F 7→ 0, E 7→ G 7→ 0, F 7→ H 7→ 0}
act4 : HeartState := FALSE
END
6.4 Refinement 2: Impulse Propagation
In the second refinement, we introduce several events as a refinement of the event Heart-
Conduction to model the impulse propagation into the heart conduction network. New
events are formalizing impulse flow between two landmark nodes separately; for in-
stance, electrical impulse moves from SA node (A) to AV node (B). This level of refine-
ment introduces seven events for modeling the whole conduction path from originating
nodes (A) to the ending nodes (C, G, H). A variable CCSpeed CCTime Flag is intro-
duced as a boolean type to capture the value of current impulse propagation time and
current impulse propagation velocity. A new variable Cycle Length declares the time
interval of the single heart beat, which may change in every cycle of electrocardiogram
(ECG). This refinement also introduces a logical clock to synchronise all states of the
heart system and checks the heart states under a required time length in the conduction
network. A new variable tic is defined as current clock counter. Invariants (inv4-inv10)
are introduced as safety properties, which define that if the heart state is TRUE then the
impulse propagation time and the impulse propagation velocity are always lied within
the standard range of time and velocity during the impulse conduction throughout the
conduction network (see Fig. 4(b)).
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inv1 : CCSpeed CCTime F lag ∈ BOOL
inv2 : Cycle Length ∈ 500..2000
inv3 : tic ∈ N
inv4 : HeartState = TRUE⇒ CConductionT ime(B) ∈ ConductionT ime(B)∧
CConductionSpeed(A 7→ B) ∈ ConductionSpeed(A 7→ B)
inv5 : HeartState = TRUE⇒ CConductionT ime(C) ∈ ConductionT ime(C)∧
CConductionSpeed(A 7→ C) ∈ ConductionSpeed(A 7→ C)
inv6 : HeartState = TRUE⇒ CConductionT ime(D) ∈ ConductionT ime(D)∧
CConductionSpeed(B 7→ D) ∈ ConductionSpeed(B 7→ D)
inv7 : HeartState = TRUE⇒ CConductionT ime(E) ∈ ConductionT ime(E)∧
CConductionSpeed(D 7→ E) ∈ ConductionSpeed(D 7→ E)
inv8 : HeartState = TRUE⇒ CConductionT ime(F ) ∈ ConductionT ime(F )∧
CConductionSpeed(D 7→ F ) ∈ ConductionSpeed(D 7→ F )
inv9 : HeartState = TRUE⇒ CConductionT ime(G) ∈ ConductionT ime(G)∧
CConductionSpeed(E 7→ G) ∈ ConductionSpeed(E 7→ G)
inv10 : HeartState = TRUE⇒ CConductionT ime(H) ∈ ConductionT ime(H)∧
CConductionSpeed(F 7→ H) ∈ ConductionSpeed(F 7→ H)
Events are introduced in this refinement to model the impulse propagation from SA
node towards the Purkinje fibers landmark nodes (G, H) and atria fibers nodes (C). Each
event is synchronised through progressive electrical impulse propagation in the conduc-
tion network. We have given formalization of only one event HeartConduction A B to
understand the basic formalization step of all other events. All other events of impulse
propagation in the conduction network among landmark nodes have been modeled in a
similar fashion.
EVENT HeartConduction A B Refines HeartConduction
WHEN
grd1 : ConductionNodeState(A) = TRUE
grd2 : ConductionNodeState(B) = FALSE
grd3 : CConductionT ime(B) ∈ ConductionT ime(B)
grd4 : CConductionSpeed(A 7→ B) ∈ ConductionSpeed(A 7→ B)
grd5 : CCSpeed CCTime F lag = FALSE
THEN
act1 : ConductionNodeState(B) := TRUE
act2 : CCSpeed CCTime F lag := TRUE
END
A new event Update CCSpeed CCtime is a refinement of the event HeartConduc-
tion. This event is used to capture the current electrical impulse propagation time CCon-
ductionTime and the current electrical impulse propagation speed CCconductionSpeed
during a progressive conduction flow into the heart system in the conduction network.
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EVENT Update CCSpeed CCtime Refines HeartConduction
ANY i, j, CSpeed, CT ime
WHERE
grd1 : i ∈ ConductionNode
grd2 : j ∈ ConductionNode
grd3 : i 7→ j ∈ ConductionPath
grd4 : CSpeed ∈ 0 .. 500
grd5 : CTime ∈ 0 .. 300
grd6 : CCSpeed CCTime F lag = TRUE
grd7 : HeartState = FALSE
grd8 : tic = CTime
THEN
act1 : CConductionT ime(j) := CTime
act2 : CConductionSpeed(i 7→ j) := CSpeed
act3 : CCSpeed CCTime F lag := FALSE
END
The electrical impulse propagates at every millisecond. But the impulse propagation
time and velocity are different for each landmark nodes. The progressive increment
of the independent logical clock is model through event tic, that increments time in
1 ms. The event Clock Counter progressively increases the current clock counter tic
under pre-defined cycle length Cycle Length. The predicate in guard (grd1) of event
Clock Counter represents an upper bound time limit. The current clock counter tic
is reset to 0 by the event HeartConductionEnd. An extra guard is added in the event
HeartConductionEnd as tic = Cycle Length to reset the all parametric values of the
heart system for starting a fresh new impulse propagation cycle.
EVENT Clock Counter
WHEN
grd1 : tic < Cycle Length
THEN
act1 : tic := tic+ 1
END
We have defined the event Clock Counter as a type of Convergent and the system
variant is define as Cycle length − tic, which generates the convergence proof obli-
gations to verify that the time is progressing with the electrical impulse propagation. It
means that the electrical impulse is propagating in the conduction network correspond-
ing to the clock counter.
6.5 Refinement 3: Perturbation the Conduction
It introduces a set of possible blocks in the heart conducting system. These blocks can
occur into the conduction network and give trouble into electrical impulse propagation.
A set of landmark nodes partition the different regions for all possible heart blocks. For
introducing the heart blocks, we introduce an enumerated set HeartBlockSets in a new
context model as a static property of the heart system.
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axm1 : partition(HeartBlockSets, {SA nodal blocks}, {AV nodal blocks},
{Infra Hisian blocks}, {LBBB blocks}, {RBBB blocks}, {None})
To model the heart block system, we define a variable HeartBlocks asHeartBlocks ∈
HeartBlockSets. New events are introduced to show different kinds of heart blocks
during impulse propagation into conduction network. Events are HeartConduction Block A B C
to formalise the sinoatrial (SA) nodal block, HeartConduction Block B to represent
atrioventricular (AV) nodal block, HeartConduction Block B D to specify Infra-Hisian
block, HeartConduction Block D E G to present Left bundle branch block, and Heart-
Conduction Block D F H to specify the Right bundle branch block.
Conduction disturbance in the heart during which an impulse formed within the
sinus node (A) is blocked or delayed from depolarizing the atria. There are different
kinds of SA blocks [1, 2]. To model SA block, we introduce an event HeartConduc-
tion Block A B C, which formalises the SA block. In this event, guard (grd1) repre-
sents that the landmark nodes (A or C) are not visited means FALSE state, or the current
impulse propagation time of B and C nodes are not lied within the standard range, or
the current impulse propagation velocity of the pairs A 7→ B and A 7→ C are not lied
within the standard range. When guard is triggered, then actions of this event state that
the heart state is FALSE and the heart block is a sinoatrial (SA) nodal block.
EVENT HeartConduction Block A B C Refines HeartKO
WHEN




(CConductionT ime(B) /∈ ConductionT ime(B))
∨
(CConductionT ime(C) /∈ ConductionT ime(C))
∨
(CConductionSpeed(A 7→ B) /∈ ConductionSpeed(A 7→ B))
∨
(CConductionSpeed(A 7→ C) /∈ ConductionSpeed(A 7→ C))
THEN
act1 : HeartState := FALSE
act2 : HeartBlocks := SA nodal blocks
END
Any interruption in the conduction of electrical impulses from the atria to the ven-
tricles; it can occur at the level of the atria, the atrioventricular node, the bundle of
His, or the Purkinje system. It is a type of heart block in which the blocking is at the
atrioventricular (AV) junction. It is known as first degree when atrioventricular (AV)
conduction time is prolonged; it is called second degree or partial when some but not
all atrial impulses reach the ventricle; and it is called third degree or complete when
no atrial impulses at all reach the ventricle, so that the atria and ventricles act indepen-
dently of each other. There are different kinds of AV blocks [1, 2]. To model AV block,
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we introduce an event HeartConduction Block B, which formalises the AV block. The
conduction node state ConductionNodeState of landmark node (B) is FALSE, which
represents a condition for AV block using guard (grd1) and actions state that the heart
state is FALSE and such kinds of heart block is known as atrioventricular (AV) nodal
block.
EVENT HeartConduction Block B Refines HeartKO
WHEN
grd1 : (ConductionNodeState(B) = FALSE)
THEN
act1 : HeartState := FALSE
act2 : HeartBlocks := AV nodal blocks
END
Infra-Hisian block describes block of the distal conduction system (node D). There
are different kinds of Infra-Hisian blocks [1, 2]. To model Infra-Hisian block, an event
HeartConduction Block B D is used to formalise the desired conditions for a such kind
of blocks through landmark nodes (B, D). Guard (grd1) represents that the landmark
node (D) is FALSE, means it is not visited, or current impulse propagation time of node
D is not lied within the standard range, or current propagation velocity of pair B 7→ D
is not lied within the standard range. Actions of this event state that the heart state is
FALSE and the heart block is the Infra-Hisian block.
EVENT HeartConduction Block B D Refines HeartKO
WHEN
grd1 : (ConductionNodeState(D) = FALSE)
∨
(CConductionT ime(D) /∈ ConductionT ime(D))
∨
(CConductionSpeed(B 7→ D) /∈ ConductionSpeed(B 7→ D))
THEN
act1 : HeartState := FALSE
act2 : HeartBlocks := Infra Hisian blocks
END
The bundle of His divides into a right bundle branch and a left bundle branch, which
lead to your heart’s lower chambers (the ventricles). For the left and right ventricles to
contract at the same time, an electrical impulse must travel down the right and left
bundle branches at the same speed. If there is a block in one of these branches, the
electrical impulse must travel to the ventricle by a different route. When this happens,
the rate and rhythm of your heartbeat are not affected, but the impulse is slowed. Even
ventricle will still contract, but it will take longer because of the slowed impulse. This
slowed impulse causes one ventricle to contract a fraction of a second slower than the
other [1, 2]. The medical terms for bundle branch block are derived from which branch
is affected. If the block is located in the right bundle branch, it is called Right bundle
branch block. If the block is located in the left bundle branch, it is called Left bundle
branch block.
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To model the Right bundle branch block, we introduce an event in a similar fashion
like past events. A new event HeartConduction Block D E G formalises the Right bun-
dle branch; a guard of this event states that the landmark nodes (E or G) are not visited
means FALSE state, or the current impulse propagation time of E and G nodes are not
lied within the standard ranges, or the current impulse propagation velocity of the pairs
D 7→ E and E 7→ G are not lied within the standard range; then the actions of this
event state that the heart state is FALSE and the heart block is the Right bundle branch
block.
EVENT HeartConduction Block D E G Refines HeartKO
WHEN




(CConductionT ime(E) /∈ ConductionT ime(E))
∨
(CConductionT ime(C) /∈ ConductionT ime(C))
∨
(CConductionSpeed(D 7→ E) /∈ ConductionSpeed(D 7→ E))
∨
(CConductionSpeed(E 7→ G) /∈ ConductionSpeed(E 7→ G))
THEN
act1 : HeartState := FALSE
act2 : HeartBlocks := RBBB blocks
END
To model the Left bundle branch block, we introduce an event like Right bundle
branch event. This new event HeartConduction Block D F H formalises the Left bun-
dle branch. A guard of this event states that the landmark nodes (F or H) are not visited
means FALSE state, or the current impulse propagation time of F and H nodes are not
lied within the standard range, or the current impulse propagation velocity of the pairs
D 7→ F and F 7→ H are not lied within the standard range. Then the actions of this
event state that the heart state is FALSE and the heart block is the Left bundle branch
block.
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EVENT HeartConduction Block D F H Refines HeartKO
WHEN




(CConductionT ime(F ) /∈ ConductionT ime(F ))
∨
(CConductionT ime(H) /∈ ConductionT ime(H))
∨
(CConductionSpeed(D 7→ F ) /∈ ConductionSpeed(D 7→ F ))
∨
(CConductionSpeed(F 7→ H) /∈ ConductionSpeed(F 7→ H))
THEN
act1 : HeartState := FALSE
act2 : HeartBlocks := LBBB blocks
END
6.6 Refinement 4: Getting a Cellular Model
This last refinement introduces cellular level modeling into the heart model. The cel-
lular level modeling is used to model the electrical impulse propagation at cell level.
The formalisation uses cellular autamata theory to model the micro-structure based cell
model. To formalise the cellular automata, we introduce mathematical properties (see
Definition 2 and 3) in context model. In the biological system, each cell has one of
the following states: Active, Passive or Refractory. To define cell states, we de-
clare an enumerated set CellStates. We have assumed grid of cells in square format.
Due to square geometry of the cells, we define a constant NeighbouringCells to repre-
sent a set of coordinated positions of the neighbouring cells. A new function NEXT is
used to define neighbouring cell’s state. This function maps from power-set of Neigh-
bouringCells to the cell’s state CellStates. A new function CellS is defined as to map
from NeighbouringCells to CellStates. This function maps various states like Active,
Passive and Refractory to the neighbouring cells.
axm1 : partition(CellStates, {PASSIV E}, {ACTIV E}, {REFRACTORY })
axm2 : x ∈ Z
axm3 : y ∈ Z
axm4 : NeighbouringCells =
{{x, y}, {x+ 1, y}, {x− 1, y}, {x, y + 1}, {x, y − 1}}
axm5 : NEXT ∈ P(NeighbouringCells)→ CellStates
axm6 : CellS ∈ NeighbouringCells→ CellStates
A set of properties (axm7-axm10) is introduced to specify the desired behavior of
the biological cell automata in two-dimensions. All these properties implement the state
transition of a cell and formalise the transitions automaton (see Fig. 9). The first prop-
erty (axm1) states that if the neighbouring cells are in Active state then the NEXT
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state of the cell must be Refractory. The second property (axm8) represents that if
the neighbouring cells are in Refractory state then the NEXT state of the cell must be
Passive. Third property (axm9) states that if a cell at (x, y) is Passive, then if all the
neighbouring cells in 2D is Active, then a set of neighbouring cells must be in Active.
Similarly, last property (axm10) presents that if a cell at (x, y) is Passive, then and if
all the neighbouring cells in 2D is Active, then a set of neighbouring cells must be in
Active.
axm7 : ∀ param·param ∈ P(NeighbouringCells) ∧ CellS({x, y}) = ACTIV E⇒
NEXT (param) = REFRACTORY
axm8 : ∀ param·param ∈ P(NeighbouringCells) ∧ CellS({x, y}) =
REFRACTORY ⇒NEXT (param) = PASSIV E
axm9 : ∀ param·param ∈ P(NeighbouringCells) ∧ {x, y} ∈ paramCellS({x, y}) =
PASSIV E ⇒ ((CellS({x+ 1, y}) = ACTIV E ∨ CellS({x− 1, y}) =
ACTIV E ∨ CellS({x, y + 1}) = ACTIV E ∨ CellS({x, y − 1}) =
ACTIV E) ⇒NEXT (param) = ACTIV E)
axm10 : ∀ param·param ∈ P(NeighbouringCells) ∧ {x, y} ∈ param ∧ CellS({x, y})
= PASSIV E ⇒ ((CellS({x+ 1, y}) 6= ACTIV E ∧ CellS({x− 1, y}) 6=
ACTIV E ∧ CellS({x, y + 1}) 6= ACTIV E ∧ CellS({x, y − 1}) 6=
ACTIV E ⇒NEXT (param) = PASSIV E)
Each cell in the heart muscle must have one of the states: Active, Passive or
Refractory. Initially, all cells have Passive state. In this state, a cell is discharged
electrically and has no influences on its neighbouring cells. When electrical impulse
propagates, then the cell would be charged and eventually activated (Active state). Now,
the cell transmits the electrical impulse to its neighbour cells. The electrical impulse
is propagated to all cells in the heart muscle. After an activation the cell would be
discharged and enter into the Refractory state in which the cell cannot be reactivated
After a moment, the cell changes its state to the Passive state, in which the cell awaits
next impulse (see Fig. 9).
To model the dynamic behavior of the cell automata, we declare four variablesm, n,
Transition and NextCellState. Two variables m and n represent current position of the
active cell during impulse propagation. The variable Transition is defined as boolean
to set the transition state TRUE or FALSE to model the behavior of a tissue. Last
variable NextCellState is used to store the values of next neighbouring positions after
every transitions.
inv1 : m ∈ Z
inv2 : n ∈ Z
inv3 : Transition ∈ BOOL
inv4 : NextCellState ∈ CellStates
To implement the dynamic behavior of the cell in two-dimensions, we introduce
two events HeartConduction Cellular to make transition TRUE for electrical conduc-
tion at cell level and HeartConduction Next UpdateCell to calculate status of neigh-
bouring cells and update the current position (m,n) of the cell. The event HeartCon-
duction Cellular is used to set the boolean states of the variable Transition. First guard
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of this event states that any path (p 7→ q) is one of the pair from a set of pairs of
the conduction network. Next guard (grd2) states that the current impulse propagation
speed and velocity flag CCSpeed CCTime Flag is TRUE and a set of coordinate posi-
tions (param) of neighbouring cells is represented in third guard. Fourth guard states
that the current cell position (m,n) is Passive and last guard represents that the cell
transition state Transition is FALSE. If all guards satisfy then the transition state of a
cell becomes TRUE.
EVENT HeartConduction Cellular
ANY p, q, param
WHERE
grd1 : p 7→ q ∈ ConductionPath
grd2 : CCSpeed CCTime F lag = TRUE
grd3 : param = {{m,n}, {m+ 1, n}, {m− 1, n}, {m,n+ 1}, {m,n− 1}}
grd4 : {m,n} ∈ dom(CellS) ∧ CellS({m,n}) = PASSIV E
grd5 : NextCellState = CellS({m,n})
grd6 : Transition = FALSE
THEN
act1 : Transition := TRUE
END
The event HeartConduction Next UpdateCell is used to calculate state of neigh-
bouring cells and update the position of a current cell (m,n). First guard of this event
represents a set of coordinate positions (param) of neighbouring cells and next guard
(grd2) states that selected neighbouring cells are a set of cells (dom(NEXT )). Last
guard presents transition state Transition is TRUE. Action of this event calculates a set
of the next neighbouring cells in act1. Next action (act2) sets FALSE of a transition
state. Last two actions update the value of a current cell (m,n) to continuously impulse
propagation into whole heart using the conduction network.
EVENT HeartConduction Next UpdateCell
ANY param
WHERE
grd1 : param = {{m,n}, {m+ 1, n}, {m− 1, n}, {m,n+ 1}, {m,n− 1}}
grd2 : param ∈ dom(NEXT )
grd3 : Transition = TRUE
THEN
act1 : NextCellState := NEXT (param)
act2 : Transition := FALSE
act3 : m :∈ {m− 1,m,m+ 1}
act4 : n :∈ {n− 1, n, n+ 1}
END
Finally, we have completed the formal specifications of the heart modeling. In the
next section, we present model validation of the heart model using Event-B model
checker ProB tool.
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6.7 Model Validation and Analysis
There are two main validation activities in Event-B and both are complementary for
designing a consistent system in medical domain:
– consistency checking, which is used to show that the events of a machine preserve
the invariant, and refinement checking, which is used to show that one machine is
a valid refinement of another. A list of automatically generated proof obligations
should be discharged by the proof tool of the RODIN platform.
– model analysis, which is done by the ProB tool and consists in exploring traces or
scenarios of our consistent Event-B models. For instance, the ProB may discover
possible deadlocks or hidden properties that are not expressed by generated proof
obligations.
This section conveys the validity of the model by using ProB tool [20, 45] and
Proof Statistics. “Validation” refers to the activity of gaining confidence that the de-
veloped formal models are consistent with the requirements. We have used the ProB
tool [20] that supports automated consistency checking of Event-B machines via model
checking [46] and constraint-based checking [47]. Animation using ProB worked very
well and we have then used ProB to validate the Event-B machine. This tool assists
us to validate the heart model according to the conduction network and a set of land-
mark nodes. It is the complementary use of both techniques to develop formal models
of critical systems, where high safety and security are required. The heart model is
carefully verified through animations and under supervision of physiologist and cardi-
ologist. We have validated different kinds of scenario cases of normal and abnormal
heart conditions and we have also tested morphological behavior [17, 19] of the ECG
during impulse propagation from SA node (A) to Purkinje fibers (F, H) in ventricles.
Logical based mathematical model of the heart can generate all possible scenarios of a
normal and an abnormal heart conditions in the electrocardiogram due to changing in
time and velocity among landmark nodes. ProB was very useful in the development of
the heart model. It was able to animate all of our models and verify an absence of error
(no counter example exist) and a deadlock. Such kind of errors would have been more
difficult to uncover with the prover of RODIN tool.
Model Total number Automatic Interactive
of POs Proof Proof
Abstract Model 29 22(76%) 7(24%)
First Refinement 9 6(67%) 3(33%)
Second Refinement 159 155(97%) 4(3%)
Third Refinement 10 1(10%) 9(90%)
Fourth Refinement 11 10(91%) 1(9%)
Total 218 194(89%) 24(11%)
Table 3. Proof Statistics
Table 3 is expressing the proof statistics of the development in the RODIN tool.
These statistics measure the size of the model, the proof obligations generated and dis-
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charged by the RODIN prover, and those are interactively proved. The complete devel-
opment of the heart model results in 218(100%) proof obligations, in which 194(89%)
are proved automatically by the RODIN tool. The remaining 24(11%) proof obligations
are proved interactively using RODIN tool. In the heart model, many proof obligations
are generated due to an introduction of the new functional behaviors. In order to guaran-
tee the correctness of these functional behaviors, we have established various invariants
in the incremental refinements. Most of the proofs are interactively discharged in the
3rd refinement of the heart model. These proofs are quite simple, and achieve with the
help of simplifying predicates. Few proof obligations are also proved interactively in
other refinements. The incremental refinement of the heart system helps to achieve a
high degree of automatic proof.
7 Discussion
This report presents a methodology to model a biological system, like heart, by model-
ing a biological environment. Main objective of this methodology is to model the heart
system and integrate with medical device model like cardiac pacemaker to model the
close-loop system for certifying the medical system through certification bodies [6, 5]
for the safe operations. Close-loop model of an environment and device modeling is
an open problem in the real world. Industries are striving for such kind of approach
from long time to validate the system model under the biological environment. We have
discovered lots of informations through literature survey and long discussion with cardi-
ologist and physiologist experts, and reach to the conclusion that how in an efficient and
optimum way to model the heart system at cellular level architecture. Due to complex-
ity of the cellular level calculation (see Sec. 2) past models are failed to model the heart
system. We have proposed the heart model in an abstract way to simulate the desired
behavior of the heart system to avoid the complexity. More important, the heart model is
based on logico-mathematical theory, which is our primary objective to model the heart
system only using simple logico-mathematics. Main reason to use logical-mathematics
is to model the heart system, which can be used with formal specification of the medical
devices for verification as a close loop system for certification purpose. Medical experts
have elaborated every minor details to understand the complexity of the biological sys-
tem, specially a heart system is most complex organ in the whole body. The proposed
approach contains only main part to specify the system behavior and rest of informa-
tions are hidden. We have spent a lot of time to discover the exact abstract model of the
heart system, which complies with medical experts. We have used Event-B modeling
language to model the system and verify the correctness of the heart system uses ProB
model checker, while any other formal specification language as well as model checkers
can be used to model the heart system based on our proposed methodology.
8 Conclusion and Future Challenges
8.1 Conclusion
This report has presented a methodology for modeling a mathematical heart model
based on logico-mathematical theory. The heart model is based on electrocardiography
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analysis, which models the heart system at cellular level. This is the most challenging
problem to validate and verify the correct behavior of the developed system model
under biological environment (i.e. heart). We have proposed a method to develop a
heart model based on logico-mathematical theory. For formalizing the heart system,
we have used Event-B modeling language [15, 13] to develop the proof-based formal
model. Our approach for formalizing and reasoning about impulse propagation into
whole heart system through the conduction network (see Fig. 4(a)). The heart model
suggests that such an approach can yield a viable model that can be subjected to useful
validation against medical device softwares at an early stage in the development process
(i.e. cardiac pacemaker).
More precisely, we would like to stress the original contribution of our work. We
have proposed a method for modeling a mathematical heart model based on logico-
mathematical theory. Main objectives of this proposed idea are as follows:
– To obtain the certification for providing higher safety integrity level.
– To verify the system under patient model (in formal represents).
– To analyse the biological environment (the heart) in a mathematical way.
– To analyse the interaction between heart model and cardiac pacemaker or ICDs.
For quick understanding, we have formalised the given characteristics and physio-
logical behavior of the heart. The formalisation is highlighting a different aspect of the
problem, making different assumptions about the impulse propagation and establishing
different properties related to the cell automaton. We have outlined how an incremental
refinement approach of the heart system allows to achieve a high degree of automatic
proof using RODIN tool. Our different developments reflect not only many facets of the
problem, but also that there is a learning process involved in understanding the problem
and its ultimate possible solutions.
The consistency of our specification has been checked through reasoning and vali-
dation experiments are performed by ProB model checker regarding safety conditions.
As part of our reasoning, we have proved that the initialisation of the system is a valid
one and we have calculated preconditions of operations. The latter has been executed
to guarantee that our intention to have total operations has been fulfilled. At every stage
of refinement we introduced the new behavior of the system and proved the consistency
and refinement checking. We have introduced the more general invariants at refinement
level that the initialisation of the whole system is valid. Finally, we have validated the
heart system using the ProB model checker as validation tool and verify the correct-
ness of exact behavior of our proved heart system with the help of physiologist and
cardiologist experts.
8.2 Future Challenges
Our most important goal is that this formal model helps to obtain a certification for
the medical devices related to the heart system such as cardiac pacemaker and ICDs.
As far as, it can be also used as a diagnostic tool to diagnose the patient with the help
patient model. This has been the first attempt ever in heart modeling based on logico-
mathematical theory. We have successfully model the electrical impulse propagation
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of the heart system. Main cause of any heart’s diseases is trouble in heart conduction
network [2, 17]. Medical devices are tightly coupled with biological environment (i.e
the heart), which use actuators and sensors to response the biological environment. Due
to a strong relationship between medical device (i.e. pacemaker) and related biological
environment (the heart), it is required to model the functioning of the medical device
within the biological environment. The environment model is independent to the de-
vice model, which helps to create an environment for the medical device for simulating
the desired behavior of a device. The medical device model is a dependent model on
the biological environment. Whenever any undesired state occur in the biological en-
vironment, the device model must act according the requirements. As a future work,
our main objective is to integrate pacemaker formal specification [48, 49] and the heart
formal specification to model the closed-loop system for verifying the desired behavior
of the cardiac pacemaker for certification purpose.
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